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Abstract 

 
This study address energy performance evaluation uncertainities in design. To achieve energy efficiency in building, designer should incorporate energy 

performance evaluation approach to foresight energy performance failure during design. The research has  evaluated and compares the capabilities of energy 

performances evaluation approaches namely computational fluid dynamic approach, optimization algorithm, and coupled approach. Furthermore, 
descriptive review unveils the practical obstacles and challenges designers encounter during design life cycle and proposes future direction to mitigate 

inundated energy performance gap. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION  

 

Designers has to cope with the trending needs and developments of energy management requirements to practice energy efficiency in post 

occupancy service life operation and maintenance. Simulation and optimization is an emerging trend and has become an integral part of 

design life cycle to address complex architectural, engineering and construction problems. To achieve energy efficiency in buildings, 

reduce post occupancy energy performance uncertainties and predict performance gap, designers urged to use integrated simulation and 

optimization approach in their design process. It is sporadic,  use of simulation in energy performance evaluation and decisions to predict 

post occupancy energy performance in design decisions [1 & 2].  

Global survey about designer’s understanding for energy performance evaluation during design posed various reasons as well as 

opposing opinions in the use of various simulation tools by industry practitioners.Most of the designers unaware and 52% of the designers 

disagreed to use complex simulation (i.e. CFD) in early design phase, because extensive boundary condition data input (temperature, 

weather data, geometrical inputs and thermo physical variables) [3]; lack of inter-operandi between application and with design tools that 

they have been using for construction documentation [4]; time consuming and expensive when developing alternative designs, and lastly it 

delays coping with timely design delivery [5 & 6]. Furthermore it’s warrented, the cases that has been simulated for energy performance 

evaluation, more often the input data’s were partially or fully based on assumtion rather using feedback/life cycle energy data [7]. 

Moreover, the historical data/case based data were not in ready-use form. This resulted huge variations in actual building energy 

consumptions [8]. Therefore, most of the tools required expert knowledge in operation and handling the complex interface made the 

process difficult (i.e. IES, TRANSYS, ENERGY PLUS, ECO-TECH, CFD-Fluent, eQuest, Green building studio, Energy_10). In contrast, 

studies also indicated the several applications lacks in compatibility and very few tools practically viable to meet sustainable building 

performance requirements [13 &14]. However, commercially popular and viable applications enable the designer to predict only, indoor 

airflow turbulence, HVAC dimension (plant), thermal comfort, day lighting levels and impact on acoustic [15 & 16]. But they are lack in 

quantify the design influenced post occupancy energy performance gap. Despite all these drawbacks, it is inevitable the expert systems like 

simulation knowledge in design has paramount importnace in order to reduce design influenced performance failures. Integerating 

simulation in early phase of design pave the way for designer to foresight energy consumption and improve energy performance efficiency. 

 This paper set the focus to answer the research question that what are all the measures that has been taken to improve energy 

performance based design approach to abridge performance gap between design and actual building?. This paper presents the research 

works related to energy performance evaluation, performance uncertainities and prediction of energy consumption approaches. These 

methods include evaluation by computational fluid dynamic approach; using optimization algorithem and couple energy performance 

evaluation approach. To even further enrich for reader view, this paper also provides comparison of strength and weakness these 

approaches for design inclusion. Content of this paper organized as follows. Section 2, presents recent research work energy performance 

evaluation. Section 3 presents the discussion and future research points. Section 3 presents the conclusion.  

 

 

2.0  METHODS THAT INVESTIGATED ENERGY PERFORMANCE UNCERTAINITIES  

 

Over the past fifty years, hundreds of simulations based optimization applications have been developed to address performance evaluation 

and to rationalize design decisions (i.e. Green Building, Studio, BSim 4.4, DeST 2.2 (Designer simulation tool kit), ECOTECH, Enter-Win 
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(Developed by Texas university), HAP-4.2a (Hourly Analysis Program), HEED, DOE-2, eQuest, Energy, Energy Plus, BLAST, ESP-r, 

IES, Power Domus-1.5, SUNREL 1.14, Tas, TRACE-700, TRANSYS etc.). The energy performance evaluation means, applying scientific 

criteria, methods and procedures to make correct evaluation on energy performance. The reviews based on the viable application potential 

by designers, limitations, performance prediction and feasible to incorporate. Most of the suggested simulation methods use physical 

principle to compute thermal dynamics, and energy behavior of whole building. They are mostly derived from operation research (OR), 

artificial intelligence (AI) and many other approaches (i.e. stochastic optimization, fuzzy reasoning, swarm intelligence, multi criteria 

optimization, meta-heuristics, exact optimization methods and experimental design). These approaches are highly comprehensive and  

complex in nature for the designer to use. Designer entrenched background towards design process and material application, demonstrated 

their in ability to use them in design for performace evaluation. Several measures that has been initiated by agencies who certify  building 

subscribed to energy efficiency. One of them was to give high bonus points for designer, if their design decision were made using 

simulation and optimization to enhance post occupancy energy performance [9, 10, 11 &12].  

Hundred of application were been developed for evaluating energy performance, renewable energy and sustainability in buildings 

such as DOE, Energy plus and ESP.r. Some of them widely used by designers and used to develop energy efficiency standards.  Since 

these tool are based on physical principal, to achive acuurate simulation out come, they require details of building environmental 

parameters as the prime input data.  As mentioned, these input data’s were not ready to use form. On one hand its  not available for many 

organization  and difficult to obtain for large buildings. This warrentd low accuracy in simulation lead to post occupancy performance 

uncertinities. De Wit [17] investigated domain expertise of physical properties, responsible for those sustainable inputs in design team at 

large.  According to De Wit, in current design practice performance evaluation not explicity quantified. S. Kim and Augenbroe [19] 

defined several areas of uncertainties and quantified the performance gap using probabilistic approach.  

Hopfe et al. [21] compared the energy consumption results of four-simulation approaches using uncertainty analysis. Comparison of 

the results led to the development of an influential design parameters energy model for cooling and heating. S. De Wit and Augenbroe [18] 

addressed the effect of variations in heat transfer variables on thermal comfort and energy consumption that rationalize design decisions. 

Hopfe et al. [20] showed the effect of variations in physical parameters in an energy model on heating and cooling energy use in relation to 

unmet building loads. Heiselberg et al. [22] designed sensitivity technique to optimize building energy consumption to meet green building 

standards. Dominguez-Munoz, Cejudo-Lopez, and Carrillo-Andres [23] proposed methodology to model uncertainties in building energy 

consumption and greenhouse gas emission under climate change. Rysanek and Choudhary [24] studies identified a limited number of 

energy–saving measures using uncertainty techniques to reach cost effectiveness to reduce energy consumption.  

Wang and Xu [25] simplified physical characteristics of buildings such as building envelope to implement the predictions. Wang, 

Mathew and Pang [26] explored significance of climate, physical and mechanical system parameters influence on energy consumption. 

Tian and De Wilde [27] studied peak cooling load calculation using Monte Carlo analysis.  Reviewed literature suggest that each one of 

these method unique in its performance evaluation. They are mostly lacks in holistic approach, that can quanitify total building 

performance.  On one hand, these approach no where come closer to practical application.  

 

Energy Performance Evaluation Using Simulations 

 

More than 20 major energy simulation programs were used in design.  Computer simulation allow designer to test their design concepths 

before being incorporated into building. In this context building performance analytical model can be applied to solve complex problems 

and to reduce energy cost. Building simulation expands the concept of performance simulation with the help of building performance 

simulation, the designer can define the parameter that have an influence on overall performance. There are many simulation programs that 

could be used to conduct performance evaluation such as TRNSYS IDA_ICE, DOE-2, Energy-Plus, APACHE, Ecotect, Radiance and 

CFD based applications. Among CFD based programs are the one mostly used..  As stated by Wetter and Wright [29] CFD based complex 

simulation programs generally involve coding features.  It is a promising multi-physic, three-dimensional approach, and highly 

recommended for microscopic prediction. CFD models have number of clear advantages as compared with other approaches as opposed to 

most experimental techniques including Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). It has full potential to control dynamic boundary conditions. In 

addition, CFD is most appropriate for stratified simulation such as indoor air quality, thermal transient flow and natural ventilation. 

Transient models work with any one of these principles, which are steady state RANS method, K-epsilon and laminar turbulent. As 

mentioned CFD approach highly relies on detailed 3D description, fine meshing qualities (smaller the mesh longer the computing time). 

Therefore, it is advisable to apply CFD technique only on specific constituents in building components to understand the energy 

performances. 

 

Energy Performance Evaluation By Optimzation  

 

Computational optimization is applied in various field of engineering for solving complex construction and engineering problems. The use 

of computational optimization and performance modeling are left to designer prerogative and their experience in order to achieve best 

solutions [30]. Because, application optimization in design requires engineering knowledge, and the designer have to work collaboratively 

in order to solve building performance optimization.  Simplifying the optimization process itself is the niche research that could facilitate 

designers to develop various possibilities to achieve energy performance efficiency.  

Research studies extensively investigated the use of evolutionary meta-heuristic multi-objective optimization algorithm (i.e. genetic 

algorithm, artificial neural network, ant colony optimization, Pareto optimization and Particle swarm optimization) applications for 

designing energy efficiency building, net-zero energy buildings and low carbon emission design. Holst [31] used genetic optimization 

approach and energy plus in their case study to reduce energy use and developed comfort for metric percentage. The variables used to 

investigate included WWR, thermal properties, insulation and shading devices. Coley & Schukat [32] used genetic algorithm combined 

with human judgment architectural appeal to assess post energy use through visual manners thereby enabling the user to choose based on 

performance. J.H. Wright et al. [33] used GA for simultaneous optimization of the fabric construction, HVAC system size and the control 

strategy. G. Augenbore [34] used GA to minimize annual energy use. Similarly Bambrook et al., [35] used brute-force method and e-quest 

to minimize energy use by means of varying fabric properties such as building shape, glazing properties and kind of ventilation method 
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used. R. Evins [36] examined the performance role of double skin facade in facade design and explored trade-off between cooling load and 

heating load by using multi objective genetic algorithm. Torres & Sakamoto [37] used genetic algorithm to optimize day light by wide 

means of parameters that cover window size, placement, shading and reflectance to reduce use of energy using non-linear real time lumped 

parameters to address transient temperature flow. Most of the examined studies used genetic algorithm to assess performance by various 

physical functions of buildings, however, there is ayto of evidence found, that its applicable in r. 

 

Energy Performance Evaluation By Coupled Approach  

 

Integration of programs with different purposes in energy simulation eliminates many model assumptions as in separate applications and 

make it possible to avoid errors and improve the quality of simulation if coupled with meta-heuristic algorithm, which has been noted to 

produce better results of performance predictions [38]. The coupled approach evolved by Negarao [39] is considered mostly 

straightforward, reliable and efficient in evaluating energy performances. However, coupling approach is more complex and it can be 

applied when complex conditions arise.  For example, the need for coupling method determined based not only on building environmental 

characteristics. It can be determined by various engineering and design constraints such as sensitivity of indoor air movement and air 

temperature stratification to thermal boundary conditions and building energy requirements. According to Y. Fan, K. Ito [40] one of the 

prevalent methods to have emerged in coupling between two programs is mostly made possible by programmatic approach such as running 

script file for CFD and BES components.    

Based on the stated constraints, Z. Zhiqiang et al. [41] considered exchange protocols to improve the cooling/heating loads and 

comfort predictions.  Similarly, Zhai and Chen [42] verified convergence of a solution obtained by a coupling approach based solely on 

thermal aspects. Testing several exchanges parameters such as convective heat transfer coefficients or heat fluxes from CFD to BES is 

claimed to be most stable approach. Q. Chen [43], tested script files of surface temperature from building energy simulation to 

computational fluid dynamic in thermal transient flow and energy use dynamics.  Coupling approach predicts over cooling accurately. 

However, coupling approach was not prevalent amongst design practitioners.  In addition, designers do not have efficient tools and 

adequate skills to pursue their design life cycle. Learning skills is an ability of the learner to learn new process, access, manage, organize 

and ask questions in order to have productive study skills by using appropriate learning tools and strategies. This could also be related to 

the ability to learn independently and develop attitude to learn. It is also related to the skills on where and how to get information from 

available sources and also be able to manage and organize the information effectively [12] 

 

 

3.0  DISCUSSION  

 

This paper presents the energy performance evaluation design approach using simulation, optimization and coupled approach. As the 

investigation of past ten years of research works clearly indicated, there is persistent interest among designers and construction 

practitioners to apply these methods in their design life cycle. The cited research works investigated various energy related performances 

and tested many physical variables in combination (i.e. glazing and orientation). Holistic approach by various engineering methods, CFD, 

optimization and coupled has shown to address performance issues in harmony. The major obstacle to solve issues is that a whole building 

simulation and optimization program is computationally expensive, thus making selection of an efficient algorithm quite critical. 

Environmental impact, energy consumption and many other performance issues were targeted in the optimization study. Building envelop 

parameters, orientation, climate data, geometry, and glazing options are the most researched variables pertaining to performance 

evaluation. In a review of opinions, most of the simulation work at least bothered to consider post occupancy energy data for case based 

comparison. Further to this, facilities management inputs were minimal in performance evaluation during design phase.  Lastly, lack of 

appropriate integrated tools has also led several research works to develop practically unreliable methods by designers. Most of the studies 

signled out variable’s in their investigation for developing design integrated simulation and optimaztion. For instance, there is no study 

conducted using post occuapancy energy performance data as base line to perform energy performance evaluation in design.This disable 

the designers to work in tandem with the line of post occupancy performance requirements and optimization.Despite this issues, it is also 

showing, there is an increasing concern that use of computation simulation during the design is vital means to achieve economically viable 

solution for energy performance optimization. Sustainable and green building ratings driven designers to inherit the such a complex 

knowledge of performance evaluation in design approach. This review concludes that it is time for researchers to simplify the performance 

evaluation approach in design as well as develop an robust, prediction model (Figure 1) that incorporates post occupancy energy data 

insights within the realm of the design process. 
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Figure 1 Schematic flow diagram for propoed energy performance evaluation 

 

 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

 

With the growing trend in incorporating sustainable evelopment, the design design of performance based evaluation will surely gain 

attentions. Building performance based simulation, optimization and coupled approach not only reveal the interaction between building 

and HVAC systems and out door climate, but also make possible to integrated post occupancy energy perofmance data to improve design 

decisions. We have shown how important the performance evaluation using these different approaches and lead to completely lead new 

building desiegn philosophy and design methodology. The overview presented in this paper aims introduce possibilities of existing 

simulation, optimization and coupled approaches to improve performance gap. This study proposed an integrated approach that facilitated 

both designer’s and feasible to incorporated post occupancy energy performance data for better design decision and mitigate performance 

gap.   
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